Fantastic Flying Machine
From James E. Walters

With all the thoughts of (are the wings on tight, is the
empennage on straight, landing gear tight, engine bolts
tight?) it was time!

After three and
one-half years,
1,328 hours and
about 6,000 rivets
- kit 80564 was
about to become
an
airplane,
N594JW.
On
June 14, 2001 it
had its
final
inspection, with
only a few minor
adjustments
it
was ready for the
taxi test. Brakes
worked
(both
smooth
and
together),
tail
wheel tight and
responsive.
The engine, a
new Lycoming
O-360 A1A, had
cranked up immediately a few months earlier with just
two pumps of the throttle. The propeller is a Sensenich
(85) fixed pitch.
Being a short time tail wheel driver, which was several
years ago, I was still reluctant to test this fine machine.
After a few days of high speed taxi's and lots of (have you
flown it yet?) it was time to get the two main wheels off
the ground.
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July 7, 2001 N594JW rolled down the runway faster and
faster. Lift off - Wow, wings still on, engine still there!
With only one-half turn on the nose up trim, it flew away
with no effort at all. Stick in the middle with only a slight
touch of the finger to keep the right wing down (left fuel
tank had more fuel).
FANTASTIC FLYING
MACHINE!!! I also heard and have found out myself that
RV-8's like wheel landings. Just another RV happy
camper (flyer)!
Continued on page 7
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August 7 Chapter Meeting

August 14 Director’s Meeting
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The August BOD meeting will be held on the 14th at
the Farmers Branch Library meeting room starting at 7:00
p.m. The minutes from the July BOD meeting (recorded
by Steve Genote) are as follows:
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Our August 7th
Monthly Meeting
will be held at the
Farmers
Branch
Library, located on
the
northwest
corner of Webb
Chapel
and
Golfing Green Dr.
The meeting will
be held in the
auditorium
and
will begin at 6:30
p.m. and finish by 9:00.

th

Attendees: Monroe McDonald, Jerry Mrazek, Michael
Stephan, David Cheek, Steve Genotte, Jim Quinn, Jeff
Anderson, Don Christiansen, Steve Palstring, John B.
Peyton, Bill Barrett, Scott Christensen, John A. Williams,
Sam Cooper, and Ted Fontelieu.
•
•

Our speaker this month is Richard Graham, a former
SR71 Blackbird pilot. He will speak on SR-71 operations.
I could tell you more about it, but then I would have to kill
you. So, the easiest way to learn about Richard and his
work in the Blackbird is to come to the August meeting.
We will see you there.

August 11 Fly In/Ice Cream Social
th

•
•
•
•

th

This month’s fly-in will be on August 11 to Redbird
airport. It is another morning fly-in and as a special bonus
will include ice cream. Jim Quinn suggested it; the board
liked the idea, and now here it is. There is more
information on the event on page 4. Mark your calendars,
break out the ice cream maker, shine up you spoon, and
join us at Redbird.

Upcoming Local Events
•
•
•
•

Aug 11th- Chapter Fly-Ice cream Social at Red Bird Airport
Aug 11th – Flying Companion Seminar, Addison
Sept 1st – Ranger Airport Fall Fly-In with BBQ lunch.
Sept. 15th – SWRFI work day at Abilene.

Upcoming National Events
•
•
•

Sept. 14-16: Land of Enchantment RV Fly-In, Las Cruces,
NM
Sept. 21-22: Southwest Regional Fly-in (SWRFI), Abilene.
Sept. 21-22: 15th Annual Biplane Expo, Bartlesville, OK.
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•
•

•

The August 7 Chapter meeting’s main speaker will be
Richard Graham, who will talk about his experiences
as an SR-71 pilot.
The next Board meeting will be at 7 p.m., August 14,
in the Farmers Branch Public Library.
The August fly-in - the First Annual Chapter 168 Ice
Cream Social – will be on August 11, from 09001100, at Dallas Aviation Services, Redbird Airport.
The August newsletter assembly had yet to be
determined.
Chapter Finances: The Chronograph raffle took in
$280.
The Nominating Committee for the 2002 Officers will
be Sam Cooper, John A. Williams, Michael Stephan
and Jerry Mrazek.
Jeff Anderson joined the Chili Cook-Off committee.
Discussed creating a volunteer position to follow-up
with Chapter meeting visitors. Michael Stephan and
Don Christiansen offered to do this and also contact
members who are more than one month past renewal.
Monroe McDonald told the Board the Chapter
Borescope has a broken bulb assembly. He is
researching the availability of a replacement part,
which may be tricky due to the unit’s age.

August 28 Newsletter Assembly
th

The September issue of Hangar Echoes will be
assembled on August 28th at the home of on Nelda and
Jerry Mrazek starting at 7:00 PM. The address is 907
Clemson Ct, Arlington, TX. For directions call Jerry at
972-265-0834.
Jerry doesn’t have an airplane project to look at,
because he is helping me with my RV-8. But he does
have an interesting project hatching in his shop. So, come
on by fold a few newsletters and take a look. See you
there.
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A Message from the President:
Sam Cooper
I have been able to spend the month of July getting
back in to the aviation swing of things here in the Dallas
area. I was able to attend our July breakfast fly-in at
Lancaster Airport, where we had a good turnout. We all
enjoyed a good breakfast and visiting on the ramp
among the airplanes, and then heading home before the
temperatures, and sun, became less than comfortable.
On Saturday, July 14, I went out to Abilene to support
a Southwest Regional Fly-in (SWRFI) work day at the
Abilene Municipal Airport. I joined six other 168
members (Bo Bauereis; David Cheek; Chuck Farry;
Monroe McDonald; Jerry Mrazek; and Michael Stephan) and a number of other volunteers in preparing the site and facilities
for the fly-in this coming September. Most of the 168 members, myself included, spent the day working on the temporary
tower that will be used for the SWRFI air and flight line operations. The tower is a large and heavy structure that needed
some maintenance. With the tower laid over on its side, we were able to replace the roof panels. We also made a good start
on painting the structure, but some more work will be needed to finish it up before the fly-in.
We found it hard to believe, but on a Saturday morning in the middle of July it managed to rain on us lightly while we were
getting ready to go to work for the SWRFI work day. We had also passed a number of clouds with virga on the way out to
Abilene. Most of us just shook our heads in disbelief. The silver lining resulting from that was that it was overcast all
morning, the sun did not come out in force till the afternoon.
The rest of the weekends this month I have been helping my partners with the annual on our Piper PA-18 Super Cub. We
are doing two upgrade projects along with the annual: replacing the baffle seals on the engine; and installing a nicer spinner.
The need for replacing the baffle seals became apparent last year when an attempt was made to fly the Super Cub from Aero
Country to Shortstop (Farmersville) in last summer’s heat. The Super Cub did not like the heat, so it was quickly returned to
base. I expect the new baffle seals to be huge improvement. A few more weekends, and she should be ready for another year
of service.
The middle of a Texas summer, for obvious reasons, is not our best time of the year for fly-ins. But, it is a good time to plan
and prepare for the fly-ins later in the year. Some of the upcoming events I hope you will put on your calendar are the
September 21-22 Southwest Regional Fly-in (SWRFI) in Abilene, and our own Chili Cookoff. With SWRFI moving back to
September, the weather should be more amenable to VFR and fly-ins. And, without the Bartlesville, OK and Copper State
fly-ins, there will be may fewer EAA regional events. SWRFI will be the one to get to this year. Keep your eyes on Hangar
Echoes for details.
Along with many of you, I did not attend 2001 AirVenture in Oshkosh this past week. But, I have been able to follow along
with the daily updates on the EAA National and AVweb websites. If you have access, I recommend both sites. Short of a
daily video program on AirVenture, it is the next best thing to being there. Hopefully, the coverage will remain on the
websites for a few weeks after the events so the later arrivals can catch up on what happened.
For the trip to Abilene, I gladly accepted a ride with Bo Bauereis in his Glasair III. The Glasair III quickly took us from
McKinney to Abilene, taking about 55 minutes for the outbound leg against a light headwind. (We were only doing 204-208
knots into the headwind.) So, leaving McKinney a few minutes after 8:00 AM, we got to Abilene in time to be the last ones
to grab breakfast. Our return flight took a little longer because of the normal IFR routing that is required for an arrival
through the DFW Class B airspace. The Glasair III turned what could have been six hours of driving for me into two pleasant
hours of flying. A great demonstration of the utility an airplane can provide in extending our reach. Thanks Bo! It was a great
trip.
Let’s keep building, restoring and using our flying machines.
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Sam Cooper
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1st Annual Ice Cream Social

Chapter Tool Update
Vern Williams

Who: You are invited
What: Ice Cream Social
Where:Red Bird Airport;
Dallas Aircraft Services – Exxon FBO
When: August 11, 2001, 9:00 am till 11:00 am
Why: It’s hot out here and Ice Cream is real good!
Donation:

$2.50 if you bring Ice Cream
$5.00 if you don’t
Cups and spoons provided
Contest Awards for:
Best Home Made Ice Cream (51% rule applies)
Best Factory Made
Awards for Grand Champion & Reserve Grand Champion
Ice Cream:
RV-8 Flight*
*Weight and Height Restrictions may apply
Jim Quinn is organizing this event. If you have any
questions, suggestions, or want to aid the effort, give Jim a
call at 972-788-2593. If you are good at making ice cream
here is your chance to show off. If you’re not that good
buy some and bring it over. This sounds like a great way
to knock the edge off of the summer heat. See you there.

George Weinreich Wins
Navihawk Chronograph Raffle
By Sam Cooper

At the July Chapter 168 Meeting, the raffle drawing was
held for the Navihawk chronograph (a very nice aviators
watch). The lucky winner was chapter member George
Weinreich. George was not at the meeting, but has since
picked up his chronograph prize. Congratulations George!
First, I want to thank Mel Asberry for donating the
Navihawk chronograph to the Chapter. This has allowed
the Chapter to use all proceeds from the raffle ticket sales
as a donation to the Chapter. Thanks Mel! Without your
gift, it would not have been possible.
Second, I would like to thank all of the Chapter
members and non-members who purchased raffle tickets.
The Chapter appreciates your generosity and donation.
Thank you!
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As everyone knows, the Chapter has a small selection of
specialized tools. These tools are available to members for
loan. I am responsible for keeping track of their location
and condition.
The list of tools has been published in the newsletter and
is also listed in the back of the Chapter Roster. For the
most part, the tools are in excellent condition. However,
the borescope is out of service for repairs.
We have had a recent donation to the tool collection. I
would like to officially thank Paul Kepner for his
generosity. I’m sorry that it took so long, Paul, but I never
promised speed when I took this job.
The new Chapter Roster is out and it has the old list of
tools. So, I would like to add to that list now. The
following is the list and brief description.
1. Circle Cutter - This is used with a drill motor or
dremel tool. I do not think it would work on hard
material.
2. Sheet Metal Nibbler - Hand operated.
3. Rivet Cutter - Adjustable for rivet length.
4. Camloc Installation Tool - Unsure how it’s used.
5. Dimpling Tool - 3/32” Visegrip style by Avery Tools
6. Edge Roller - Puts a rolled edge on sheet metal panels.
7. Instrument Hole Template - Metal plate from Aircraft
Spruce
8. Drill Guide for Tubing - Very nice set of blocks and
bushings to drill holes in tubing of various sizes.
I hope these items will be useful to someone. Let’s keep
building.

FI NA
presents:
Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
EXTRA 300L
Low Level Acro Performance
• Torque Rolls
• Lomcevaks
• Snap roll on take off
and final approach
A Real Crowd Pleaser

Jan Collmer
14368 Proton Road
Dallas, TX 75244
(972) 233-1589
Fax (972) 233-0481
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Red Faced Data Base Keeper

FLYING COMPANION SEMINAR

By Jerry Mrazek

Sponsored by the Dallas 99s

Well, they say that confession is good for the soul. Your
data base keeper has made a mistake and I want to confess
it to you. A couple of months ago, the board decided to
ask our members in the newsletter if they would like to get
the newsletter electronically instead of as a hard copy, the
way we have been doing for years. The purpose of this
move was to reduce our cost of producing and distributing
the newsletter and to allow the members who chose to do
so to enjoy color photographs in the newsletter. That all
sounds great so far, right? Well your data base manager,
me; had to come up with a way to distinguish between
those who still wanted the newsletter in the hard copy (old
way) and those who wanted the electronic version. I
chose to use a field in the database that we haven’t used
since I have been managing it to indicate this preference.
Each month since I made this change, I would use this
field in the process to print the mailing labels for mailing
out the newsletters. I would print a label for all members
who had a “Y” in this field. The problem is that somehow
I had allowed the records of seven members to have no
data in this field. I cannot explain how this happened but
it did.

The Dallas 99’s are hosting a Flying Companion seminar
for interested Co-pilots, Friends, Spouses and Passengers.
This seminar aims to calm your “Cockpit Nerves”. The
seminar covers Aerodynamics, Airspace, Flight
Instruments, Meteorology, Navigation, and Radio
Communications.
Explanation,
examples,
and
entertainment designed for cockpit companions, taught in
simple terms by female pilots.

I still would not have known about the error except that
Ralph Haroldson, a member of Chapter 168 for years,
called me one day. He told me that he had renewed his
membership earlier but he seemed to be dropped from the
mailing list. I immediately looked up Ralph’s record and
found that he was a member in good standing but he had
no data in the critical field. The result was that I was not
printing a label for him for his newsletter. I fixed Ralph’s
record and then did a search on the data-base and
discovered that there were six others that had the same
situation. I immediately fixed those records too but
unfortunately I was so anxious to fix my mistake that I
didn’t record who they were. OK I agree that was stupid.
You have the choice of forgiving me or getting another
data base keeper. If any of you feel that you are in the
same boat that Ralph was in please contact me and I will
make an adjustment to your expiration date. I’m really
sorry this happened and I will try to make it right with any
of you who were affected.

Saturday, Aug 11, 2001
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Mercury Air Center, Addison Airport
2nd Floor Conference Room
4400 Glen Curtis Drive
Addison, TX
$50.00 donation includes:
Textbook
Lunch & Refreshments
Unique Diploma
For information and registration contact:
Susan Wilson
e-mail: wilsons@engr.smu.edu
telephone: 972.359.0578
Aircraft Retrieval
Damaged Aircraft Storage

Used Parts
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft

ASOD
www.asod.com
airsal@asod.com

(972) 227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (972) 227-6176

SENTRY

Aircraft Cylinders, Inc.
OVERHAUL*REPAIR*EXCHANGE WELD*CHROME

Try to remember that I am a volunteer, Jerry

“ Serving Aviation with Pride”

1-800-433-7647

2731 Ludelle Street
Fort Worth, Texas 76105
www.aircraftcylinders.com
FAA Repair Station WQ1R593K
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July’s Fly-in to Lancaster
By Michael Stephan

Last month we went back to Lancaster for a Breakfast
Fly-in. The weather was great, and the restaurant was full
of Chapter members. It’s great to see the airplanes that
our members fly, and at every fly-in I’m always getting a
new look at them. The Welsch’s Katana had a crowd
around it. They also brought pictures of a recent trip to
Arizona. Mark Steffenson brought his newly painted RV8A. Jay Pratt showed up with a recently finished RV-8.
Howard Walrath brought his RV-6A. John Peyton got to
experience the performance of a Glassair III courtesy of
Bo Bauereis. But, my favorite scene was when we saw
David Carter taxi his Christavia and go for a little training
flight. What was so special was that David made his first
solo flight in that plane earlier that week. Congratulations
David, and we look forward to seeing you and your
Christavia at future fly-ins. Overall, we had great weather
and an excellent turnout. Next month, Red Bird for some
ice cream.

David Carter behind the Controls of his Christavia Mark IV!

Hangar Echoes Assembly at the Asberry’s
By Michael Stephan

Last month Mel and Ann Asberry hosted the newsletter
folding at their house in Farmersville. Some of us drove
in and some flew in. Having a landing strip in the
backyard really comes in handy. We had a really good
crowd and Ann prepared some very tasty food. This was
one of the first times out to Mel and Ann’s where I didn’t
see a project in the workshop. I sure there will be one in
there soon. What we did see was a project outside the
workshop. A new slab of concrete was awaiting a new
building. Thanks for the hospitality Ann and Mel.
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RV-8 First Flight
continued from page 1

Postscript by Marvin Brott
Chapter 168 gives a big congratulation to Jim and Pat
Walters on a fine airplane. Jim gave me a call on Sunday,
one day after the first flight, and to say he was excited
would be an under statement. He was thrilled to have the
opportunity to sample the flying characteristics of an RV
and he was thrilled to have the airplane he built in the air
for the first time. He plans to leave it in the silver with the
trim paint for a while. Pat did most of the polish work.

FAA

EAA

DESIGNATED AIRWORTHINESS REP.
AVIATION SAFETY COUNSELOR
GROUND INSTRUCTOR
A & P MECHANIC

TECHNICAL COUNSELOR
FLIGHT ADVISOR
SAFETY OFFICER

MEL ASBERRY
2464 COUNTRY RD. 655
FARMERSVILLE, TX 75442-6014

972-784-7544
972-598-8458

The

GLASS GOOSE
By Quikkit

Office:
9002 Summer Glen
Dallas, TX 75243
214 - 349 – 0462 (phone & Fax)
www.glassgoose.com
E-Mail: quikkit@glassgoose.com

Tom Scott

President

Plant: Lakeview Airport
Lake Dallas, TX 75065

E n g in e s
B O B B Y ’S P L A N E S ‘N P A R T S I N C .
9 0 6 1 F .M . 1 8 8 5
W E A T H E R F O R D , T X 7 6 0 8 8 -1 4 4 5
BOBBY OSBORN

T e l . 9 4 0 -6 8 2 -4 2 2 0
F a x 9 4 0 -6 8 2 -4 2 6 4
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POWERED
UP

Batteries for your
portable world.
EVS Supply
www.evssupply.com
1-800 776-5267
E-MAIL: BATTMEN@SPRINTMAIL.COM
battmen@sprintmail.com
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SEALED LEAD BATTERIES- CHARGERS- WATCHES

NICADS - NICKEL - METAL HYDRIDE - TEST EQUIP

CAMCORDERS - LAPTOP - CELL PHONES - LITHIUM - CUSTOM BATTERY PACKS

No Stinken Jigs
By Marvin Brott

The other day I went over to Mack Cobb’s shop to check
on his RV 9A progress. Much to my surprise I saw Owen
Bruce and Mack riveting up the tail cone of the fuselage
with no jigs (see picture).
Traditionally the RV builder has been expected to align
and jig the fuselage, then measure, locate and drill the
thousands of holes for the rivets and bolts that will come
later. There is plenty of opportunity for annoying errors,
so a lot of time is spent in painstaking double and triple
checking. For the RV-9A saw horses are the only "jigs"
needed.
For the RV-9A kits, nearly all the rivet holes in the skins
and most of the underlying structure are pre-punched, so
major structures can be assembled right out of the box.
This is exactly what Mack did for his wings and fuselage.
The production accuracy for the holes is truly
phenomenal. Therefore, the traditional alignment jigs are
no longer needed. If the holes match, the structure must
be straight.

Owen Bruce standing inside the tail cone of Mack Cobb’s
RV-9.

Mack has been working on his ‘nine’ for about one year
with a lot of help from Owen. Yet with no jigs and the
matched hole tooling, there is still a lot of work left.
Simple leveling and alignment checks are all that is
necessary before proceeding with the final dimpling,
priming, and riveting.
Mack just received his finishing kit and should be well
on his way to having a completed airframe by the end of
the year. By the way, the RV-7 is similar with its matched
hole tooling to the RV-9A and there are now at least two
customer built ‘nines’ flying.
Owen and Mack looking over the spar and floor section of
the RV-9.

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP

OPEN:
M-F 9:00AM - 5:00PM
SAT 9:00AM - 3:00PM

ADDISON AIRPORT

ALVIN BOYANTON
Manager / Vice President
(214) 637-3598
Fax (214) 688-0549

EARLETTE SHULTS

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY

4500 RATLIFF LANE, SUITE 119
Addison, Texas 75001
972/250-6781 - FAX 972/407-9383

7204 PARWELK
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg..)
DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN
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Comments on Painting
By Marvin Brott

I know you are getting tired of reading about this RV but
I promise you we are at the end. These comments on
painting really bring this building process to a conclusion.
The final step was on July 17th when my RV-8 came home
to Aero Country after receiving a Poplawski paint job. I
hardly recognized my own airplane when I went to pick it
up. The following are a few comments on my painting
experiences.

Live With Your Plane
At Beautiful
Hidden Valley Airpark
•
•
•
•
•
•

300-Acre Residential Airpark near Lewisville Lake
101 Homesites, 62 with homes/hangars on paved roads
2,600 foot paved runway with sod 700’ overrun (5TX0)
25-acre horse pasture, private entrance road and lake
30 minutes from Dallas or Fort Worth, 5 minutes to mall
For info on lots and homes, call (940) 321-5758

We all start thinking about paint schemes about the time
we start the empennage. Typically we find a paint scheme
we like. Then modify or copy it. If you have an extra
$400 dollars you can seek help from Craig Barnett,
founder of Scheme Designers, which provides custom
design services for painting your airplane. As his internet
site indicates, he views each aircraft as his canvas thereby
enabling him to create an individual work of art for each
customer.
You can Check out his website
(http://www.schemedesigners.com/) for some really neat
designs for all types of aircraft.
The next option you might consider is what Cessna
Aircraft is doing. Paint your airplane all white and then
apply vinyl decals. This is how you get the flowing
ribbons and other interesting graphics. Presumably this
vinyl is really holding up under the elements since you see
them on everything from trucks to airplanes. I priced this
approach
at
Oshkosh last year
and the graphics
would cost about
$800
dollars,
depending
on
complexity. If you
don’t take the vinyl
graphic approach,
then proceed with
the
traditional
multi-color paint
approach.
One
final twist would
be to get some
airbrush painting
done, like checkered flags. The ultimate paint job of all
time in my book was an airplane called Primal Fear (June
1999 Sport Aviation) where six months of effort were
spent in air brushing “alien” graphics on the entire
airplane. It looked strange and weird and had a different
look from 50 feet, 10 feet, 5 feet and even down to 2
inches. Not my kind of paint scheme.
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The next question is, "Can I really paint my own
airplane?" My quick answer is "yes you can" but there are
several things you need to take into consideration that will
probable make you not do it. I painted the RV 4 myself.
While it turned out great after a lot of color sanding, there
were a number of down
sides. It was one big,
time consuming job,
the
paint
and
equipment cost a lot,
the health issues were
considerable, and the
emotional roller coaster
after each paint session
based on results were
tremendous. There is
no
substitute
for
experience.
After
doing it myself and
having it done, my
recommendation
is
have the professionals do it. Even if you have to spend
your evenings working at a fast food restaurant to get the
money, it will be worth it.
There are a very limited number of paint shops available,
yet I was fortunate enough to get in with Francis
Poplawski at Ennis, Texas. Francis has been painting for
a long time since he grew up in the business with his dad,
Frank Poplawski. Between the two Poplawski’s, their
Volume 32. Issue 08 Page 9

airplane painting is well known to be some of the best.
They moved to Ennis from Cleburne in 1969 with Francis
doing most of the painting after 1971. As expected,
Francis has more business than he knows what to do with,
so he has limited it to RVs and Bonanzas. He likes the
Bonanza because it is all metal, so once it is stripped there
is little preparation for paint. While working with him on
the disassembly and reassembly of the ‘eight’, he
mentioned several times that he would like to stick to only
Bonanzas. The reason being that with all the plastic on
the RV he sometimes has to finish the customer’s airplane
for them.
So what does he like to see when the plane comes to his
shop? With respect to the metal skins, he wants them
bare. Since his repetition is on the line for the final paint,
he wants make sure the preparation materials are good and
compatible with his selected paint. He would like to see
the pinholes filled in the fiberglass and basic fill work
completed. With respect to my ‘eight’, I had spent
considerable time filling and sanding to get it ready. Just
the same when I went to inspect it after the base color (see
picture with Francis) I was humbled to realize that Francis
had done a lot of additional preparation work. My advice
to the RV people is get that plane as ready as possible so
Francis continues to work with us. As it turns out Don
Christiansen’s RV-4 was the first RV Francis painted
which was around 1990. Since that time I would guess he
has painted 30 to 40 RVs. Francis is easy to work with.
Listen to his comments because he has a good
appreciation for what looks good and what might be a
detractor. He likes to work alone during the preparation
and paint phases yet he appreciates it when you spend the
time to do the disassembly and reassembly. I really
enjoyed my three or four trips down to Ennis to work with
Francis in the painting of my RV-8. Am I happy with the
results? Absolutely!
One final picture shows the RV-4 and RV-8 nose to
nose. I am really happy to announce that Boyd Goldman
now owns and is flying the RV-4. Watch for Boyd at our
next fly-ins.
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Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds,
Financial Planning

E.G. “Bo” Bauereis
VICE PRESIDENT
8333 DOUGLAS AVENUE
SUITE 400, L.B. 82
DALLAS, TEXAS 75225
(214) 987-5222
MEMBER MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE

HEADQUARTERS
FOR
SPORT AVIATION PARTS & MATERIALS
* POLY-FIBER AND CECONITE COVERING MATERIALS
* STEEL & ALUMUNUM TUBING * ALUMINUM SHEET
* AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD * HARDWARE & MORE

ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY CO.
P.O. BOX 8641 GREENVILLE, TX 75404
903-527-3817

D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A.
Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

Office (972) 298-6174

222 S. Cedar Ridge
Duncanville, Texas 75116
Office Hours By Appointment
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Classifieds
Aviation ads (For Sale, Wanted, Etc.) can be placed by Chapter 168 members free of charge.
Send to: Chapter 168 Newsletter, 1317 Seminole Drive, Richardson Texas 75080 or brott@mindspring.com
For Sale

Services, Parts and Other:

Christen Eagle: N22KL 180 hp/Lycoming with C/S prop, built by
“our” Ken Larsen, currently based at Addison, will consider a trade.
❂Call
Jim Taylor 972 239-0229 or
Jan Collmer 972 733-1700
King KX-175B TSO nav-com radio
$875.
Spark plugs 4 ea. RHM40E, 4 ea. REM37BY All used, cleaned,
serviceable, $4 each
❂Call Monroe McDonald 214-352-1564.
Flightcom II Voice Activated Intercom 2 Place (Pilot-CoPilot)
Portable - just plug it in. New in box. $75.00 OBO
❂Call Jim Quinly

972 233-3263

(2) King KY-97A 720 Channel TSO 14V radios brand new in
original packaging complete with trays ready to be wired up. $1,000
each new, will take $750 each or best offer.
Landing Gear: Cherokee 140 complete landing gear assy’s and
control yokes (1-1/8 In O.D. ) best offer.
❂Call Jon Staehling 972 205-4657

VW Type 1641cc Engine, new Hegy 54x30 prop, new Hummel Bird
canopy, new BD 5 nose gear and much more. No junk. Must sell.
Also have unused KR1 plans with proof of purchase - FREE.
❂Call Raymond Bullock (817) 237-6841
Skybolt parts: complete airframe tubing kit from Starfire Aviation.
Includes preformed tail group, all hardware, many issues of the
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President

Sam Cooper

scooper9@flash.net

972-424-6930

Vice President

Dave Cheek

dcheek@nortelnetworks.com

972-272-5332

Secretary

Steve Genotte

gopack@sprintmail.com

972-245-4160
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Ted Fontelieu

buildaplane@home.com
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Flight Advisors
Mel Asberry m-asberry@ti.com metro 972-784-7544
Mike Hoye
972-771-8162
Gene Spaulding genebs@wtd.net 972-661-9229
Technical Counselors
Mel Asberry m-asberry@ti.com metro 972-784-7544
Owen Bruce
972-231-3946
Don Christiansen
972-298-6531
Steve Marchand
972-475-0571
Brownie Seals
972-248-4335

Skybolt newletter. Call or email for complete list. Original cost >
$3200, asking $1800. woodman@pdq.net.
Long-Eze plans: complete original plans from RAF. Includes many
issues of the Canard Pusher. Asking $250.
❂Call Dan Williams (H): 281-373-3903 (W) 713-339-2626
Spark Plugs-two new REM 38S Iridium Fine Wire spark plugs.
Aircraft Spruce sent the wrong plugs, but won't take them back
because of being opened. My cost $46.00 each. I'll take $25.00 each.
❂Call Haden Cowdrey, home phone (214) 528-4587, work
(972) 534-3200, email haden.cowdrey@flightsafety.com
Headset Echelon ARN 150-(With electronic noise control) about one
year old. Cost $300, sell for $150. Also Headset Pilot Avionics P51
about 1 ½ year old cost $100, sell for $50
❂Contact S.Z. Winski 214 358 1639 (szwinski@hotmail.com)
New Slick magneto (Lycoming 320 or 360), P/N 4370, $311
❂Call Darrel Watson 316 218 0655
Apollo SL40 Comm radio. Works great. Used for 260 hours in my
RV-6A. Many features including the ability to monitor the standby
frequency, memory frequencies, etc. $999.
❂Call Dick Flunker (972) 396-0018
1959 SuperCub. Selling 1/2. ADS based. Restored in 1994. 100
hours SMOH and Restor. CD/AM/FM, King Radio and in great
shape.
❂Call Doug Wall (214)-707-9255 or
doug.wall@ubspainewebber.com
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Michael Stephan mstephan@shr.net 972-857-3327
Advertising
Bo Bauereis bauereis@swbell.net 972-529-2844
Data Processing
Jerry Mrazek mrazek@flash.net metro 817 265-0834

Librarian
Michael Stephan mstephan@shr.net 972-857-3327
Tool Custodian
972-484-7741
Vern Williams
Fly-In Ground Control
972-644-8748
Chuck Farry
Meeting Refreshments
972-246-4160
Eileen Genotte
Pat Johnson
214-321-6590
Safety Officer
Mel Asberry m-asberry@ti.com metro 972-784-7544
Website Editors
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Jim & Jane Quinn
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Young Eagles Coordinator
Jim Quinn

jquinn2@swbell.net
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We would like to make you aware that as always, in past, present, and future, any communications issued by Experimental Aircraft Association,
Chapter 168, Inc., regardless of the form, format, and/or media used, which includes, but is not limited to, Hangar Echoes and audio/ video recordings is
presented only in the light of a clearing house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts. Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc.
does so at their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility or liability is expressed, or implied, and you are without recourse to anyone.
Any event announced and/or listed herein is done so as a matter of information only and does not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh). Bottom line, we are responsible for nothing. Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.
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Dallas Chapter 168 Membership Application & Renewal Form

Application Status:
Please Print Clearly

New Member:
Renewal
Info. Change

_____
_____
_____

Membership dues for EAA Dallas Chapter 168 are
$15 for one year. Name tags available for $6.
Make Checks Payable to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
Mail Application to:
EAA Dallas Chapter 168
P.O. Box 168
Addison, TX 75001-0168
National EAA Offices:
Experimental Aircraft Association
EAA Aviation Center
P.O. Box 3086
Oshkosh, WI 54903-3086

Name:_____________________________________________________
Co-Pilot:_(Spouse, Friend, 0ther)_____________________________________
Address. 1:(or Business Name)______________________________________
Address. 2
____________________________________________
City:_________________State:_________Zip:_______Mapsco#_____
Phone:
H: (____)____-________ W:(____)_____-_______
e-mail address: ____________________________________
EAA #:__________(168 membership requires National EAA membership)
Pilot/A&P Ratings:_________________________________________
EAA Office (past or present) or other additional notes:_________________
____________________________________________________________
Notes:_______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
I am interested in helping with: Fly Ins ___, Programs___,
Newsletter___,
Young Eagles___, Officer Position___
Plane or Project (% complete) or Interests

National EAA Membership:

Example

(800) JOIN EAA (564-6322)
Phone (920) 426-4800
FAX (920) 426-6761

_______RV-6________(___FLY___)%_
_Thunder Mustang (___25_____)%__
___LUSCOMBE 8E_ _(___INT____)%

________________________(________)%
_______________________(________)%
_______________________(______)%

